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The Prediction of College Achievement

from the Scholacic Aptitude Test

and the High School Record

Modern societies invest in higher education largely to promote

technologico-cultural advancem int and upward socio-economic

mobility. The controversy over the use of aptitude tests jn the

college-admissions process reflects different emphases on these two

functions of higher education. The defenders of this use tend more

to value the first, the challengers the second. A theory of mntal

tests exists (e.g., Lord and Novick, 1968), and within this theory

the diffei.onces between the two sides are arguable in objective

terma. Outside the theory, however, the differences consist only

of rival values. The public and publicized portion of the

controversy has thus tended *o be mre adversariel than objective

or dispass ionato.

The two sides collide particularly on the issue of merit

versus need as the basis of financial aid for higher education. Ov

this issue, the socio-economic side has increasingly prevailed in

the United States. On the issue of college admissions, however,

the twu ides are currently at a stand-off, though the momentum is

against the technologico-cultural side. Exemplifying this tendency

are the article by Slack and Porter (1980) and its reply by Jackson

(1980), which appeared in the Harvard Educational Review.

The intent here is to focus on one point at issue in these two

* articles without taking the adversarial position of either. This

ii
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issue, the relative validities of the high school record (HSR) and

the verbal portion of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) for the

prediction of first-year college achievement (FCA), is resolvable

in the context of mental-test theory.

The Opposins Positions

Following Nairn (1980), Slack and Porter (1980) cited the

difference in predictive validity of the SAT and the RSR as a

compelling reason to favor the use of one rather than the other, or

their combination, to aid in the selection of college applicants.

The representative predictive validities cited are .37 for the SAT

and .52 for the RSR (on a scale of 0, for random prediction, to 1,

for perfect prediction). The correspond:Lngly represeatative pre-

dictive validity of the most predictive laeighted average of these

two predictors is .58. The increental validity of the SAT over

the hSR is thus only .06. These data, in view of the apparent

tendency of the SAT to favor upper over lower socio-economic groups

more than the HSR does (Goldman and Widavski, 1976), led Slack and

Porter to ,:neorse the use of high school grades or other pre-

college measures of achievement, rather than aptitude, to predict

success in college.

In reply, Jackson (1980) pointed out that the utility of a

predictor depends not only on its predictive validity but also on

the improvement in criterion performance expected from its use in

selection. According to Jacksou, the increase from 14.6 to 18.5 in

the function of predictive validity that Slack and Porter used to

j
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measure the incremental utility of the HSR plus the SAT over the

HSR alone amounts to 27 percent ([18.5 - 14.61 /14.6), not the mare

4 percent (18.5 - 14.6) claimed by Slack and Porter. Because the

grading standard varies from high school to high school, Jackson

thus endorsed the continued use of the SAT, in combination with

high school grades, to predict college success.

Far from G-bjective, this controversy is adversarial to the

point of manifest distrust. ThA opposing oides center in the Ralph

Nader and the Educational Testing Service orgitnizations. The data

used by Slack and Porter come from a report by Ford and Campoe

(1977a) prepared for the ETS parent body, the College Entrance

Examnation Board. Siding with Ralph Nader, the publisher of the

Nairn study, Slack and Porter reworked these data, evidently in the

belief that Ford and Campos had biased their presentation of them

to favor ETS. The .37, .52, and .58 predictive validities pre-

sented as representative by Slack and Porter correspond to the

over-years mdian values of .40, .50, and .58 reported by Ford and

Campos. Educational Testing Service (1980, Table 1) itself has

presented what, except for a lack of good faith, might be generally

acceptable as authoritative median figures: .41 for the SAT, .52

for the E. t, and .58 for their combination. The Incremental

validity of the SAT over the HSR based on these figures is still

only .06. Thus by no means self-serving, these figures will

provide the basis of all subsequent calculations presented in this

report. A choice of figures is necessary even though in this

adversarial situation no single choice might seem fair to both
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posit ions.

Resolution of the Dispute

A co llaeg-admissios officer reviewing these two positions

might well have trouble deciding in favor of one or the other.

Even if the incremntal validity of the SAT appears to be less than

moderate, doubts about the fairness of varying high school grading

standards might compel its continued use. Counter doubts arising

from the apparent bias of the SAT in favor of upper over lower

socio-economic groups might, at the sam time, drive the admissions

officer in the opposite direction. The vacillation resulting from

the opposing forces could certainly benefit frou a resolution

favoring one side or the other.

The resolution cannot depend on the unruliability of college

grades, due to grade inflation, or the restriction in range of SAT

scores and high school grades, due to selection, because these

conditions affect both the SAT and the RSR predictive validities

more or less equally. The resolution offered here depends, rather,

on the distinction between a simple correlation and # part

correlation. A simple correlation is a measure of the tendency of

measurements in two variables to go up or down together; a part

correlation is a masure of the tendency of measurements cu one

variable to go up or down with the parto of measurements on another

variable that vary within subpopulations defined by a third

variable. The third variable here is college, and the part

measurements are the observed within-college first-year grade-point



averages. Complsmetary to these are unobserved amon-college

measurements ,,f fizgst-year academic achieement that do not very

fer students in thr, same college but that generally do vary for

students '2 different colleges on a conion-standard scale showing

college-to-college grade correspondences. This scale might show,

I'or exauple, that an A in one college corresponds to a B in

another. A student's achipvemnt measureemnt on this scale is

equal to the sum of Its within-collegs and among-college parts.

The predictive validities of .41 for the SAT and .52 for the RSR

are not 9imple correlations but part correlations--representative

correlatlons between the predictors and FCA (first-year college

achievement) measured by a within-college grade-point average. The

corresponding simple correlations my be-and indeed estimation

later in this section will show them to be-markedly different.

Dependence of the ObQerved Pradictive Validities

on the Relative Igeortance of the Predictors in Selection

Different from their simplA-correlation counterparts, the

predictive validities of the SAT and the HSR for the within-college

measure of FCA depend on the roles of the two predictors in the

ssletton process. Figure 1 illustrates this dependence. The

center vertical line represents the scale of SAT scores, and the I,

I1, III, and IV identify different colleges. The left side

dascribes the part correlations of high school grades (a, b, c, d)

and SAT scores with college grades (A, B, C, D) when the SAT is the

sole academic instnxment oF selection; the right side describes the

same correlations when high school grades are the sole academic
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instrument of selection. On the left side, which mors acf-uraely

portrays current practice, the relationship between high school and

college grades ise perfact-a corresponds to A. b to 1, c ta C, and

d to D in each college-while the relationship between SAT scores

and college grades is randown-350 corresponds equally to A, B, C,

ad D, as does each If the other SAT scores shown; on the right

aide, by contrast, the relationship between high school and college

grades Is random while the relationship between SAT scores and

college grades is perfect. On the left, the SAT aorts students

into colleges where they can get the sam graes that they got in

high school; on the right, the RSR sorta students into colleges

where their grad'vs can reflect their SAT scores. B ecause almost

every college applicant is acceptable to at least one college,

selection is essentially a process of sorting students into

colleges. The difference between the representative predictive

validities of the SAT (.41) and the RSR (.52) thus mar largely

ref lect the greater weight that colleges have tended to place on

SAT scores relative to high school grade-point averages in the

election process. If colleges were to reverse the weights, the

difference would be correspondingly in the opposite direction.

Estimation of Predictive Validities

for College Achievemant Yeasured on a Coinno College Scale

The predictive validities illustra~ted in Figure 1 are extreme

cases of the vithin-college part correlations of FUA with the SAT

(.41) and the HSR (.52). The ccrresponding simple correlations

(rSFr and reIP) do not depend on the roles of the two
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predictors in the selection process. Though unknown, therefore,

these correlations are important enough to estimate. Requir ing

knowledge of the simple correlations with college of the SAT (.62),

FCA (.62rSp), and the HSR (.20), developed in the Appendix frou

published data on the assuiption that the left side of Figure 1

rather accurately describes current selection practice, this

estimation uses forulas relating the corresponding part and simple

correlations to yield rSF = .62 and rRp - .55.1 The

predictive validities thus increase from .52 to .55 for the RSR and

from .41 to .62 for the SAT when college-to-college variation in

academic standards Ls taken into account.

Incremental Validity of the SAT

tor the Prediction of a Commo-n College Grade-point Criterion

Perhaps the most telling argument against tde SAT is that its

.06 ncremental validity over the HSR, reported by both Slack and

Porter and ETS, amounts to only a 100(.582 - .522), or 7, per-

cent increase in the predictable variance of college grades. The

The two part-co)rrelation tormulas are

.41 - sI- (.6 2 (*6 2rs )

and

.52 rHF - .20(.62r$S)

IMI

Y 1 - (.62rSF)

• . ., : c -, , ' ' ': ' :' 'i:' i .. .. " ' ' - ', " ' . .......... t
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use of .62 and .55, instead of .41 and .52, to determine the pre-

dictive validity of the RSR-SAT cot dnation changes this picture

radically, however. According to 0he formula yielding this

validity (.58) from .41 and .52, the correlation between the HSR

and the SAT (rRS) is equal to .32 (the sam value used in the

Appendix to estimate the correlation with college of the HSR). 2

Substitution of .32 for rE*S together with .62 for .41 and .55

for .52 in this formula yields a correlation of .72 for the RSR-SAT

prediction of first-year college achievement measured on a common

grade-point scale. The incremental validity of the SAT for this

criterion is thus .71. - .55, or .17, which corresponds to an

increase of 100(.722 - .552), or 22, percent in the predictable

variance of first-year academic achievement in college. This

increase (22 percent) means that the SAT may have over three times

the incremental predictive value (7 percent) previously believed.

The numbers used in the foregoing calculations are only

estimates of imperfect accuracy. The results certainly reverse

the choicL, however, between the SAT and the HR based on their

relative predictive validities (.62 for the 3AT and .55 for the

HSR) or between the HSR-SAT combination and the HSR alone based on

the incremental validity of the SAT over the HISR (.17). On these

bases, the choice now is clearly the SAT or the HSR-SAT combina-

tion, not the HSR alone.

2This is the multiple-correlation formula

58 41 + .5 2(41)(.52)r HS
2

1 - rHS
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Conclus ion

Predictive validities of .62 for the SAT and .55 for the HSR

make more sense than the corresponding values of .41 and .52. High

school teachers do not typically assign grades to predict first-

year college performance; however, Educational Testing Service

certainly does work to maximize the predictive validity of the SAT.

Prediction is the purpose of the SAT, and the predictive validity

of .62 indicates that the developers of the SAT have achieved this

purpose. The predictive validity of .72 likewise indicates that

the HSR-SAT combination is a powerful predictor of first-year

academic achievement in college. If college-admissions officers

are to abandon the use of the SAT in the student-selection process,

therefore, their reason mst be somthing other than that the SAT

might have a lower predictive validity than the HSR or that the

incremental validity of the SAT might be insufficient to justify

its use. In reaching this conclusion, however, this report may

o.-ly have confirmed what college admissions officers hays known

from experience for a long time: The SAT is nothing if not valid,

and valid it is.

If everyone belie-ed that predictive validity is as important

for selection as it is for the SAT, nothing further need be said.

Predictive validity is not the only dimension of concern in selec-

tion, however. Amid strong cross-currents of values, college-

admissions officers mist attempt to avoid not only bias but also

the appearance of bias in the selection pracess. Although bias is

beyond the scope of this report, values are inescapable. Atten-

dance at one college mst have a greater value than attendance at

"" -U
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another college, or the controversy over the !AT would have no

meaning. Progress, whether of society or in society, ia not the

truly relevant value of selective college attendance, however.

Prestige notwithstanding, no one college is best for all, and not

every college is only for the best. This report has thus come full

circle. To say that the SAT or the HSR-SAT comb~ination Is valid Is

to say that it can match students to colleges well. The value of

selective attendance at a college-the truly relevant value-

depends on this student-college match.

IM
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Appendix

On the assumption that the left side of Figure 1 is a rather

accurate portrayal of current practice in selection, this Appendix

uses published data to estimate the correlations with college of

the SAT (rSC), FCA (rPC), and the HSR (rmC) required to

determine the predictive validities rSF and rRF from their

observed part-correlation counterparts (.41 and .52).

Each correlation with college is an incra-class correlation, a

ratio to the population standard deviation of the standard devia-

tion of college means for the variable involved (SAT, RSR, or FCA).

These standard deviations are known or directly estimable for the

SAT. The population standard deviation for the SAT has remained

stable over many years at around 108 (Jackson, 1977a, Table 1); the

corresponding median within-college standard deviation, determined

to approximate 85 from data published by Ford and Campos (1977b,

Table 4), yields as an estimate of the standard deviation of SAT

college means v.082 - 852, or 67. The value of rsc is thus

approximately 67/108, or .62.

The left side of Figure 1 shows that at each SAT leve" no

correlation exists between college and high school or college

grades. Insofar as the SAT predominates in the selection process,

therefore, within subpopulations of students having equal SAT

scores the part-correlation counterparts of the remaining two

correlations with college will tend to be equal to zero. The

numerators in the formulas for these part correlations should tend,

- ---.
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correspondigly, to be equal to zero: rfC - rESrsc - 0

f or the liSR and rFC - rSFrSC - 0 for FCA. Substitu-

tions of the .62 just estimated for rSC thus yields rH -

.62rRS and ryPc .62rgri. According to Jackson (1977b,

Table 2), the value of rR*S over the years has averaged around

.32, and. so rRc - .62(.32), or .20, approximately. No f urther

fistimstion is necessary. Return now to the part-correlation

forulas for .41 and .52 (Footnote 1) completes the estimation

process.

r.
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